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WLU retails human values
Dr. William J. Villaume, presi-
dent of Waterloo Lutheran Uni-
versity, speaking to a parents
group, warned that universities
must question some of the de-
velopments of the age which are
threatening human values.
Dr. Villaume went on to say,
"We must beware that the tre-
mendous strides in science — sohighly esteemed in this day—are
not made at the expense of our
humanity.
"Such terms as human engin-
eering and psychology control
suggest that man is a creature
to be manipulated, rather than
the chief bearer of the values
and the dignity of our culture."
Speaking to over 600 parents
taking part in the 2nd annual
parents' day, Dr. Villaume said
Waterloo Lutheran University is
the last church-related degree-
granting university in Ontario.
"It affirms the priority of hu-
man values against every at-
tempt to. rob man of freedom
and dignity by treating him as
a tool or a thing. It sees every
man as a child of God, to be
respected for what he is—a very
special human being."
That is why Waterloo Lutheran
will never become as large as
provincial universities, which are
supported by provincial tax aid.
"Education of persons cannot
be geared to assembly-line meth-
ods of mass production," the
president added. "Modern tech-
nology may be a blessing or a
curse for mankind. Unless high-
er education seriously concerns
itself with human values, it is
possible that the machines man
creates will destroy him as a
person."
Dr. Villaume charged that
some universities are selling
their birthrights.
"In Ontario, as in the United
States, many a university has
had to forsake its philosophy and
prostitute itself in the interest
of securing greater financial sup-
port.
"The university has to dress
up in whatever image appears
to be most saleable to the gov-
ernment, which is the only place
where quick money in larga
amounts can be secured."
"When the marketing concept
takes over in higher education,
the university can t\o longer
challenge the prevailing ethos
of our culture—a cuiture that is
moving toward increasing mech-
anization and superficiality and
fragmentation of life and truth."
He said Waterloo Lutheran has
not sold its birthright. "II is
more concerned about upholding
truth and integrity and human
dignity than about marketability.
It intends to avoid the uniform
mediocrity that marks govern-
ment-controlled education in so
many parts of the world."Dr. Villaume
Crackdown on misuse
of student meal cards
i A general crackdown on the
use of borrowed meal cards has
come about as a result of the
great increase in their use dur-
ing Reading Week. Borrowed
tickets have been confiscated by
the administration, eventually to
be returned to their proper own-
er.
Administration is thinking of
enforcing an unspecified penalty
for their illegal use. -•*;
A petition signed by approxi-
mately 350 people has been cir-
culating the campus. The stud-
ents feel . . .
"Since this is a Christian in-
stitution, it is the duty of the
administration to encourage,
rather than punish (by the con-
fiscation of meal-tickets), this
generosity."
Administration contends that
they have a responsibility to the
parents of giving the students a
balanced diet. In this way, they
fulfill the obligations to the par-
ents which the college takes on
when it admits students.
Administration is also worried
about keeping food costs at a
minimum. The dining hall works
on a balanced budget basis and
must avoid having a large defi-
cit.
The students feel that they
have purchased their tickets
with the right to do with them
what they wish. Part of their
petition reads:
"We feel that resident students
should be given official sanction
to let fellow students have the
benefit of those meals which
would otherwise be wasted."
Dean Speckeen has declared
that the meal ticket situation is
a perennial problem on campus.
He has stated that no action will
probably be taken until next ac-
ademic year.
Another high soure in the ad-
ministration has admitted that
next year off-campus students
will not be permitted to eat in
the dining hall.
Election Results: Plebescite YES-449 NO-350
Soph Vice-President Elect: Evelyn Hoist
The Torque Room will disappear from
sight at exactly 5:45 p.m. Saturday.
Architect Cushion stated that the pro-
blem is caused by lack of sane planning.
Someone forgot to calculate the weight
of the intellectual mass which inhabits
the place and they didn't build the
ground strong enough.
Frosh Queen
Her princesses for the year
are Miss Jackie Brown, a Gen-
eral Arts Student and Miss Judy
Hymmen, a student in the Hon-
ours English and Frenoh pro-
gram.
Miss Georgine Hilker was
Crowned the 1966 Frosh Queen
by Miss Janet Grigg, the 1965
winner, Saturday night in a
Spectacular finish to the Frosh-
Soph Weekend.
Painting stolen from mezzanine
By Penny Edwards
A serious theft has occurred
at WLU. Last Thursday, between
4:30 and 6:30 p.m. some indi-
vidual removed a painting done
by Thaya Batdorf, an impres-
sionist artist of note, from the
Mezzanine Dining Hall. Accord-
ing to anonymous bystanders
who witnessed the act, the paint-
ing was removed from its dis-
play table, wrapped in a sheet
and carried by the thief down
the steps by the Student Union.
The thief escaped without any
interference. The painting, done
last Monday by Thaya during
her discussion period, was sign-
ed and valued at $200. It was
intended as a gift to Ed Sum-
merlin, an accomplished jazz
musician from New York. Both
Ed and Thaya and of course
Mike, Thaya's husband, were
guests of the WLU Faith and
Life Council.
The Faith and Life Council
has asked the Cord for assist-
ance. The Council is not con-
cerned about catching the cul-
prit but would like to have the
painting back immediately. It is
a very poor showing on the part
of the students of this campus
when such an act occurs. No one
is being accused or being held
in contempt. Return of the paint-
ing is most important. However,
Dean Speckeen has informed the
police and the necessary action
will be taken. To the guilty
party: theft is a criminal offense
and your act will be dealt with
as such.
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British students fight loan plan
LONDON, England (CUP) —
British students are fighting the
introduction of a loans system
similar to the Canada Student
Loans plan, which would re-
place the present British system
of grants.
In the current year, 98 per
cent of British students receiv-
ed a living allowance of about
$300. It is estimated that this
grant would have to be raised
to $450 by 1970 because of ris-
ing costs.
The reactionary British Edu-
cation Minister, Crosland, is
known to consider this replaced
by a loan system with a means
test.
The President of the Nation-
al Union of Students, Bill Sav-
age, has called the loans system
incompatible with the govern-
ment's goals in higher educa-
tion.
Support for the students'
stand has been received from
the National Union of Teachers,
the Association of Scientific
Workers and the Association of
University Teachers.
The ASCW brief knocks the
means test, and says that stud-
ents' grants should be "broadly
comparable with the income of
similar young people within the
same age group." Graduate stu-
dents, it says, "must receive a
salary which will bring them
within the normal income struc-
ture and so make them feel part
of the community."
In opposing loans, the assoc-
iation, says students are making
a financial sacrifice to take up
higher education rather than
pursue full-time employment,
and the cost of higher educa-
tion should be charged to the
community, not ' the- students.The teachers' union says the
loans system "would only make
matters worse when they most
needed to be better" for the
student, and says means tests
cause "all too- many case's of
anomaly and/hardship, which
the most humane and liberal
interpretation of the rules will
never eradicate."
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Famous For Chinese and Canadian Food
For Reservations Call
742-4488 - 742-4489
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Students! Save 10%
WALTERS CREDIT JEWELLERS
P;„:,; ..v.,,.........,;...■-■■■-■ :-■^:V
_
: :«^^^W;™:.:Wfflw.;.w,..^^^^^
151 King Street West Phone 744-4444
10% Discount To All University
Students Showing Identification Card
Stores in Guelph, Brantford, Gait, St Catharines
ORR AUTOMOBILES LTD.
For your transportation needs
USED AND NEW CARS
Chevrolet - Oldsmobile - Cadillac150 Weber St. South SH 5-6815
FOR YOUR IMPERIAL OIL NEEDS
(Imperial Service) * (White RoseProducts)
Comer of Weber & ... _ „. .I . At Corner Weber and
Union I Harwood
If
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Licenced Under L.C.8.0.
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Rhodesian Visits WUC Campus
Keeping posted...
SUBOG
March 18, SUBOG presents the
last large blast of the year. The
group for that night will be
Little Caesar and The Consuls,
The Silouette Revue, aad last
but not least the four "a-go-go"
girls from the "A-Go-Go 66"
T.V. show. SUBOG likes to see
entertainment for the student
body. Tickets will be on sale
March 14 until March 18, the
day of the dance.
INITIATION WEEK: 1966
The Sophomore Class Exec for
•66-67 is now in the process of
discussing tentative plans for
next year's initiation week. To
make this week a success sup-
port from all parts of the school
is necessary. At this time any
suggestions or comments on last
year's initiation would be great-
ly appreciated. When a tentative
schedule is complete it will be
posted on the student council
bulletin board and at that time
further criticism and changes
will be expected. Please submit
your preliminary suggestions in
writing to the Sophomore Class
Executive mailboxes in the Stu-
dent Union Building.
HOMECOMING
Ron Matsushita, a second year
student at WUC has been select-
ed as the chairman of the 1966
edition of Homecoming.
Applications are now opened
for the positions of Chairman
and Assistant Chairman of 1)
parade, 2) queens, 3) publicity.
The applications must be sub-
mitted to Ron or to Bruce Da-
vidson in the SUB Mailbox no
later than Friday, March 18.
Another second year student,
Bob Raynar, has been ratified
as 1967 Winter Carnival Chair-
man.
As chairman, Bob is respons-
ible for co-ordinating all activi-
ties for the Winter Weekend.
Applications for the various
chairmanships may also be sub-
mitted to him via the Winter
Carnival mailbox in the SUB.
Rhodesian outlines crisis
Canadian Union of Students
played host this week to Aris-
tone Chambati, a Rhodesian on a
tour of Canadian campi to dis-
cuss the present crisis in his
homeland.
In a CORD interview Mr.
Chatnbati outlined his purpose
in coming:
"I am here to explain to
Canadians the implications of
the Rhodesian crisis."
Mr. Chambati left Rhodesia in
1963 to attend university at
Princeton. He returned for a
brief visit in 1964 but has not
been back in the interval.
Chambati was blunt about his
return to Rhodesia. He expects
to be arrested by lan Smith's
rebel white government.
As far as he is concerned,
the embargo on imports of oil to
the country have failed. The
Union of South Africa which
also follows a policy of aparth-
eid, "separate development o€
the races", as Prime Minister
Smith calls it, is beginning to
ship oil to the stricken coun-
try.
Chambati believes that the
only alternative to economic
sanctions is Britain's forcible
entry into Rhodesia with troops.
He feels that the Rhodesians
would not fight against people
of their own blood. A United
Nations peace force would also
be a possible solution.
Chambati discussed the uni«
versity's role in the rebel gov-
ernment. Rhodesia's only uni-
versity has expanded tremend-
ously in the past two years.
Chambati gave estimates of at
least 60 percent of the univer-
sity as opposing Smith's regime.
Another 30 percent are ambiva-
lent while only 10 percent are
actually sympathizers.
He said that reports have
drifted out from Rhodesia to>
him which indicate that there
will be a rebellion in Rhodesia
soon. The Rhodesian blacks are
bitter and disillusioned wittt
Smith. They realize that the
rebellion will be put down ruthr
lessly but the situation is at the
point where people would rather
die than live in the Smith retga
of terror.
Ubangi Meebangi Two
finally takes a stand
I. ASHOLE
President Bill Übangi stated
last week to the Fink Free Press
that time is fast approaching for
the Board of Übangi Mebangi
Two to take a stand for mother-
hood._ President Bill said that his
company Übangi Mebangi Two
Ltd.- which manufactures birth
control pills, is going to offer
a free prize of a year's supply
of "pills" for the married mo-
ther who produces the most chil-
dren in a 9-month period.
Fink Free Press reporter I.
Ashole queried a pill company
promoting a motherhood contest.
Bill replied to fan (first name
basis now) that he really was
against mothers and children
because he was raised by an
ol' momma lion but he had had
a happening and decided to give
mothers a break.
Well there it is mother, Mr.
Übangi's company wants to help
you. All you prolific little bun-
nies you! You all just show Bill
how prolific you are and he'll
give a years supply of unprolific
pills. Isn't that fine.
When last seen Bill was being
mobbed by bunnies—er mothers
who want to prove they are pro-
lific.
POLYSYLLABIC
PROFUNCTITY
Promulgating your esoteric
cogitations or articulating your
superficial sentimentalities and
amicable, philosophical, or psy-
chological observations, beware
of platudinous ponderosity.
Let your conversational com-
munications demonstrate a clari-
fied conciseness, a compact com-
prehensibleness, and no coales-
cent conglomerations of preciose
garrulity, jejune bafflement and
assinine affectations. Let your
extemporaneous verbal evapor-
ations and expatiations have
lucidity, intelligiblity and vara-
cious vivacity without rodomon-
tade or Thespian bombast.
Sedulously avoid all polysyl-
labic profuncity, pompous pro-
pensity, psittacious vacuity, ven-
trioquial verbosity and venilo-
quent vapidity.
Shun douible-enterdre, obnox-
ious jocosity and pestiferous pro-
fanity, observable or apparent.
In other words, say what you
mean and don't use big words.
USELESS FACTS OF HISTORY
Pliny the Younger complain-
ed that authographs of Julius
Ceasar were hard to get.
For breakfast, Catherine the
Great drank five big cups of
coffee, but her favourite drink
was water with gooseberry
syrup. For relaxation she had
her feet tickled or her bottom
slapped.
Zeno, the philosopher, hang-
ed himself at 98 because he had
put a finger Out of joint.
Operation Utopier: boy & girl & computer
The latest craze sweeping university oampi from
coast to coast is IBM dating. Ibis is what Western's
Gazette recently offered its readers . . . so, not to
be outdone by anyone the CORD Weekly proudly
presents "Operation Utopier."
Information for a carefully designed personality-
test will be fed into a gigantic cybernetic monster
which we're going to rent from IBM with the $1000
we couldn't give to the library. Results will be
quickly sorted and evaluated by our own 1929
Girthwaddle hand-powered adding machine.
All information will be considered confidential
but The CORD staff gets first choice.
A slight registration fee to cover mailing and
handling costs is required. Send your completed
application form plus $15 to: CORD Weekly, Suite
no. 138, Luxury Springs Hotel, Nassau. Bahamas.
Circle your response.
1. Sex:
(1) Male (2) Female (3) Other (4) Either
2. Age:
(1) 8 (2) 9 (3) 10 (4) 11 (5) Other
3. Ideal Age for Date:
(1) Illegal (2) Legal but impossible (3) Pos-
sible but undesirable
4. My height:
(1) Over seven feet (2) Under three feet
(3) Other
5. Desired date's height:
6. My year:
(1) Dropped out last year (2) Flunking this
year (3) Five year general
7. Desired Date's year:
(1) Freshette (2) Freshette (3) Freshette
(4) Freshette
8. My religion:
(1) Agnostic
9. Date's religion:
(1) Sikh (2) Atheist (3) Zoroastriao.
(4) Lutheran (5) Christian
10. My courses:
(l)Basket weaving 336 (2) Torque 20
(3) Flycasting 444 (4) Protesting 237
11. Acadamic record:
(1) E (2) F (3) Below (4) Above
(go directly to question no. 99.)
12. Hometown is:
(1) Underground (2) Underwater (3) Under-
developed
13. Hair is:
(1) Falling out (2) Dyed (3) Phoney
14. Eyes are:
(1) Bloodshot (2) Astygmatic (3) 20-2
(4) Crossed
15.Build is:
(l)American: Body by Fisher (2) French: Body
by Bardot (3) Egyptian: 12,24,36
16.Desired date's Build:
(1) Cantilevered (2) Neither
17.Personality:
(1) Indecent (2) Obnoxious (3) Both
18. Is physical appeal important to you?
(1) Yes (2) Yes (3) Yes
19. Do you believe in sex before marriage?
(1) Yes (2) Of Course (3) No (proceed to
no. 99)
20. After Marriage, maybe?
21. Should your date feel the same way?
(1) Which way?
22. Do you go to church regularly? (one a year)?
(1) Yes (2) No (3) Neither of the above.
23. Do you feel drinking is:
(1) Okay (2) Go to No. 99
24. Are you active in extracurricular activities?
(1) What do you think this thing is all about?
25. Are you often in low spirits?
(1) See question no. 23.
26.1 think The CORD Weekly is:
(1) wonderful (2) Terrific (3) Stupendous
(4) Unparalleled (5) Glorious (6) See Roget's
Thesaurus under "enthusiastic affirmative res-
ponse."
No. 99. Go directly to jail; do not pass Go; do not
collect $100.
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Beep-bop-a-boozing club
The class of entertainment displayed on this campus
has hit rock bottom.
Ronnie Hawkins provided an evening of crudity and
vulgarity far surpassing anything we have seen at WUC
to date.
The Frosh-Soph Executive was willing to pay $1500
for a one and a half hour performance. In a masterful
understatement, Hawkins himself admitted the sum was
5 times what he was worth.
Particularly apalling was the gallery of a hundred or
so adorers gathered in front of the stage, savouring
each drop of obscenity as it dropped from the "enter-
tainer's" lips.
It would be fine to think that this drippy group, 'along
with the rabble that took on the Waterloo Police Force,
was a delegaion from the local "beeb-a-bop-a-boozing
bubblegummers club"; unfortunately, WUC students
were prominent in the mess.
Perhaps the people responsible for bringing the Bopin'
Blight will kindly relent in the future.
And don't get us wrong we think Animal Dances are
great — but that doesn't mean we have to take the
popular term literally.
carnival queen -1967 -to be honoured
Dear Sir:
On talking with several of the
Winter Carnival Queens from
other universities we found
that many of the girls received
some kind of financial assist-
ance from their university to-
ward their expenses e.g. clothes
f-or the weekend. In addition to
this each girl had an all expense
paid trip to Waterloo Lutheran
University.
Our Winter Carnival Queen,
although she receives generous
prizes as homecoming queen
frojn various campus groups,
receives no financial assistance
for Carnival Weekend, neither
does she have the experience of
a trip to a new university camp-
us and certainly she does not
have the same glamour and ex-
citement of the weekend as the
other queens.
Women's Residence, after
careful consideration of pro's
and con's has decided to give
next years queen, whether she
is in residence or not, and hope-
fully all our future carnival
queens -$50.00 to be spent on
her expenses of the weekend as
she sees fit. It is the hope of
Women's Residence that, by
bringing this to the attention of
students, other residences and
perhaps some organizations
(e.g. Women's Undergrad As-
sociation) will follow suit and
make some contribution toward
this project. In this way our
Queen will receive some re-im-
bursement and certainly some
recognition and token of our
support of her as our represent-
ative at Winter Carnival in the
Miss Canadian University Snow
Queen Pageant. She is our
Queen and, as such, should re-
ceive any assistance that will
make it possible for her to best
lepresent us.
Jenny Darrell,
House President.'
Women's Residence.
who do
you know
Dear Sir:
Some events in the last few
weeks have again shown me, as
they have in my previous two
years at this college, that of-
fices and appointments are
gained mostly through connec-
tions rather than ability. While
such a conclusion may appear
warped and pessimistic, careful
observations of the nominating
and voting habits on campus
will show this to be too often
true.
Drawing reference to specific
organizations and individuals
would only embarrass the in-
ocent and the sincere along with
those at fault. Therefore, I
blame the student body collect-
ively. It has apathetically many
organizational elections into
popularity polls. Too many vot-
ers have forsaken the qualified,
tireless worker in favour of a
candidate who is a good drink-
ing buddy and who will pat
them on their collective backs
even though they lack good
judgement.
On behalf, of myself and a
few other formerly idealistic
seniors. I thank the student body
from the pit of my stomach.
This small group will shortly de-
part from this hotbed of virt-
uous ideals, well conditioned to
believe that our success in the
world will depend not on what
we know but who we know.
H. Scott Givens.
Letters to the Editor
a question of semantics
Dear Sir:
In the past few weeks, we
have heard the words "Luther-
an University" and "Christian
University" tossed around our
campus and the Twin Cities
with seemingly little concern.
It is, apparently, unchristian
to present a Broadway show
such as Gypsy, or perhaps, The
Fantasticks, on the stage of the
audacium, or gymtorium, also
called the T.A., at WLU.
We were also wondering if co-
operation towards a common
goal of understanding between
the students of "christian" and
"non-christian" universities is
an un-christian act: e.g. the
publication of the CONCORDAT.
Finally, it appears to be un-
christian to buy our friends a
meal, which is exactly what we
are doing if we loan others our
meal card. Why should the ad-
ministration worry about who
eats the meals which we have
already paid for, if we consent
to loan our meal cards to
friends. After all, once the card
is punched, it is impossible to
get another meal. The dining
hall staff claims that they must
know the approximate number
of students for whom to prepare
meals. This argument is invalid,
since they should be preparing
a number of meals equal to the
number of the cards issued plus
a few extra meals for the ad-
ministration officials and others
who eat in the dining hall on a
cash basis. If meal card holders
are absent, the food they would
have eaten, must then, theoreti-
cally at least, go to waste. Why
then, should our friends not be
able to eat the food for which
we have paid?
It is still, we believe, christ-
ian to be a good Samaritan. If
such conditions are not remed-
ied and viewed, from a real
christian spirit, then, we should
consider dropping "Lutheran"
from our name, and "christian"
from our calendars and propa-
ganda.
RICHARD HOLD
DAN SHUTTERS
LES SACHS
OLE NIELSON.
Hey '100, how about a U.S. - Canada joint issue?
alumni wonder about students at WLU
To the editor
The title of your recent com-
bined effort implies a great deal
more agreement than it is like-
ly to generate. It is apparent
from the condition stated by the
"west campus" president on
page thirteen, that he is in con-
cord with your personal editor-
ial, "1 Napoleon but 2 Water-
loos" (CORD WEEKLY, Feb. 8)- this concord however, only
leads one to believe you might
better have applied to edit the
U. of W. paper.
We aren't to deny the obvious- cooperation per se is a signi-ficant goal. Unity, however, is
not a prerequisite of coopera-
tion.
What is more obvious, is that
you have failed entirely to con-
sider the advantages of the
small university - advantages
that have multiplied at a phen-
omenal rate, and advantages
that will become even more
meaningful ' now that WLU'sphysical campus continues togrow, while the campus popula-
tion touches its maximum.
Attend a large campus for
awhile - the advantages of WLU
become obvious! Try thinking
positively for a change - you
will be pleasantly surprised!
John Finlay,
Chairman, Student Board of
Publications (1965)
Jon Hamilton,
Co-editor, Keystone '65.
Bob Stuart,
Class of 1965.
P.S. Why did P & G's excellent
production of Gypsy receive .so
little space in CONCORDAT?
Why was there not a story fit-
ting to the dedication of the new
library? — possibly, there is no
room in your concord for news
worthy items?
concordat considered by some
Dear Sir:
Interesting as your experiment,
Concordat, was, may I suggest
that you lost more than you
gained by this experience. The
majority of articles, letters to
the editor, and even the adver-
tisements were aimed at one
school or the other. It was an-
noying to have to search for
WLU's share of the paper in
the resulting hodge-podge.
Secondly, I also disagree with
opinions expressed editorially,
more specifically, with the ad-
vocation of similar cooperation
between WLU and U of W on
higher levels, with a sugges-
tion that physical integration
might lead to eventual union.
May I suggest that WLU would
lose too much of its own
strength, distinctive outlook on
educatjon, and freedom in re-
turn for efficiency. The price is
too high.
Over the past five years that
I have been teaching here, it
has become increasingly appar-
ent to me that the student body
of W.L.U. suffers from an in-
feriority complex, arising from
a misconception that they are
attending an inferior institution;
a judgement I heartily disagree
with. A tremendous amount of
student energy and time is ex-
pended in wishing to belong to
a bigger and better school.
It would be better for school
and students if that time and
energy were spent on making
the most of the opportunity at
hand and on improving affairs
here. The majority of WLU
students have yet to plumb the
depths of experience available
to them on this campus; who
has read all the books in our
library related to their own
work? This is a unique school
in many worthwhile ways. One
has only to spend a year at
another university to have that
fact driven home; I know form-
er students who have experi-
enced it.
As the Cord Weekly lost in
quality through becoming part
of Concordat, so would WLU
lose if it sacrificed its seperate
existence for efficiency and size.
Sincerely,
W. H. Heick.
reaction to happenings
I would like to express one
personal reaction to the "Bat-
dorf-Summerlin Week". These
artist asked us again and again
to feel: to feel deeply, even
violently; to feel positively or
negatively; to feel elated or
offended, joyous or disgusted —but in any event to feel. It would
be a simple matter to illustrate
the insensitivity of society, as
well as its fear to feel and to
express feelings.
Theologians, at least, like to
talk about "I-Thou" and "I-ft"
relationships. It is impossible to
have an "I-Thou" relationship
if the depths of feeling are ig-
nored. Insensitivity screens out
what the other person is say-
ing. If, for example, we axe of-
fended by the ordinary sounds
of life (o la the "overture"
performed at the Tuesday night
"happening" and again during
chapel Thursday morning) how
tan we be sensitive to verbal
and non-verbal communication?
The arust and the various
other people directly involved
in the activities of this week
were brave enough to expose
themselves — even to possible
(!) ridicule — in order toarouse and encourage our ossi-
fied emotions. I, for one, aim
grateful.
Yours truly,
E. R. Riegert
Ed. note — Be sure to read Dr.LittJe's "Open letter to Janet
and Rosie" on page 7.
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photo by Patzalek
Rompin' Ronnie (left) with indespensible backers, wow
crowd at Friday night's Animal
Batwoman flies coup
Zam - Zowie - ech!
By Dave Pease
Well Batwoman has gone
from our humble midst leaving
behind a trail of sour notes,
bowed apostles of the faith, and
one lucky student with a port-
rait of greatness on his wall.
The short stay of Thaya and
Ed was almost too much for our
campus. For the first time in
years the Chapel was filled and
Pastor Wagschal was ready to
trade in his Charlie Brown
sweatshirt for one with Lucy
on it. Their pious adorers lis-
tened to myriad notes of rigTrt-
eousness and were instilled with
such devotion that one aspirant
built himself a cross and sol-
emny paraded through the tur-
moil of the "Happening".
The effects of this duet were
amazing. Our honoured intellect-
uals oozed from out of the dark
corners of the library and even
at times from Willison Hall.
This group could be seen greed-
ily picking up crumbs of know-
ledge that Mother-Hen Thaya
dropped. These precious commo-
dities were harboured with ex-
treme caution lest any other
hear of them and their clique
would be destroyed. They also
had the wonderful ability of be-
ing able to understand all of
her jokes and therefore laugh-
ing on cue each time.
If you had a quick eye you
could also see glimpses of that
noble class of students who are
distinguished by the rather large
chip they carry on their should-
ers. This group donates such
wise words as "That's a lot of
barf on paper" and then scurry
off dreaming of those lovely
pictures they used to see in
their Dick and Jane books and
wonder what the world is com-
ing to. BLAH! Art?
You may have seen another
group. It was easy to note these
people for they were disting-
uished by the heavy frown that
rippled across their foreheads.
This was' the confused group
and it had a rather large fol-
lowing at first. As precious stu-
dent time worn on, many re-
turned to their native habitat in
the Torque - Room to brood overgallons of, coffee and smothertheir worries in cigarette ash.For the few that remained
the enlightening experience was
yet to come. The College had
kindly lent Thaya a projector
which had been salvaged from
the Edison Lab after he had
di:d and its two candle power
lamp lit up the pictures amaz-
ingly well, allowing her to show
some of her earlier works.
The jubiliant cry immediate-
ly rang out, "She can really
paint!" Then came the problem,
why did she change? The best
answer was that she was seek-
ing perfection in her work. To
her, beauty was not the con-
ventional ideas of form, but it
abounded in the colours she
used, the textures of her paint,
the character layer, oppositions,
tensions and spontenaity. To
her, this was what she must do,
for it gave her individuality.
Thaya, Ed, and The Faith and
Life Council accomplished a mis-
sion even if they didn't have
one.. They taught a few people
to stop and think for themsel-
ves, to stand up and speak their
minds, yea or nay, instead of
being processed in our Educa-
tional Machine on IBM cards.
South hall
takes CRAP!
CRAP (Council for the Recog-
nition of Architectural Profi-
ciency) has just announced that
WUC's South Hall (and East
Hall, West Hall, North Hall, and
North by North-west Hall, for
that matter) is tops in its class- Modern Minibrix.Architect Cushion was praised
for having added a slight flav-
our of Contemporary Chicken-
coop. This was done, he declar-
ed, to discourage others who
might hope to modernize Water-
loo's mid-Victorian architecture.
All WUC students are invited
to visit South Hall. When your
swamp buggy gets within a few
hundred feet, you will find it
quite easy to distinguish the
residence from the other blank
walls stranded in the mud —
just look for the white-on-red
"splotch-type" mural.
happening
tnary hofstter brian murphy
In Discussion
This Sunday afternoon only,
the Rev. Abraham Weingartner
of the Pentecostal Tabernacle,
leads a panel discussion on the
topic: "Is an epileptic really
saved?"
Dr. Alonzo Q. Quip visits the
campus of WUC to lecture on
the subject: "Can the role of
the neo-colonialist dupes in North
Viet Nam be justified when the
representation of Corn Starch is
constantly being likened to that
of the beriberi epidemic in lower
Alsace-Lorraine during 1931?"
Next February 31, Dr. H. Ja-
gey, will lecture on the subject:
"The danger of mental health
on University Campuses." This
interesting talk will be illustrat-
ed by coloured slides and held
in the U of W SUB.
A recent Viet Nam survivor
visits our campus next week to
discuss: "Do the Viet Cong real-
ly fight dirty?"
In Theatre
"Camp" fans please note: '
Continuing the revival theme,
recently popularized by Batman,
the local theatres will be show-
ing a full bill of pre-1947 Humph-
rey Bogart movies. Local man-
agers indicate the supply is lim-
itless with no relief in sight.
Foreign-movie lovers will be
glad to hear that the New Ber-
lin Theatre- is holding over the
epic "Sparkatus". In sth Cen-
tury Latin dialect, this movie
features the ever-popular theme
—the wanderings of a one-legged
thesaurus. Unfortunately this is
a rather low-budget film and no
English sub-titles are included;
however a French translation of
the sound track is available for
a nominal fee after the show.
In the Ear
If you entertain thoughts pugil-
istic, the "in-crowd" recom-
mends the Dug-Up. On display
will be a wide variety of local
erratics complemented by a simi-
lar array of student entries.
Training in the manly art of self-
offense is a must, however, for
admission.
In Music
Yolk:
Alfie Krotchmeyer is featured
in concert at the Waterloo,
Cider Mill all this weekend. This
is the first local appearance of
the celebrated scythist from
Gumrot Tennessee and a capa-
city crowd is expected. Alf will
give vent to such nostalgic pieces
as "Blue Goon of Milwaukee"
and "Tamblyn Rose", not to
mention a few of his personal
endeavours. Mr. Krotchmeyers
strainings afford a marvellous
reduction of audience inhibitions
and consequently no one under
12 will be admitted.
Rhythm 'n' Booze
Recently returned from the
sensational Newfoundland cir-
cuit, "Pork" Hockins once again
graces the confines of this
school's entertainment hub. Next
Friday evening he and that in-
imical group "The Inebreates"
will delight all with their sensi-
tive interpolations of many of
the recent abortive efforts of
original Canadian musicians.
Crassic
Famed mouth-harpist, Marpo
Harx, is now playing a lengthy
stunt at the Bereave Centre.
Fans will be especially pleased
to note that Mr. Harx is using
the new, non-consumptive, anti-
tar harp to the design of which
he himself made the most ludic-
rous, contribution.
In Books
Hot off the press: "Si Non
Oscillas, Noli Tintinnare". This
is a touchy melodrama about
the Zen movement in Wales,
sensuously written by a dement-
ed young sympathizer whose
vacancy of thought finds few
equals today.
"The Silent Phew", emerges
as the latest purge by that in-
fatuous Canadian mechanic
Pierre ("the Man") Buttin. It
is sure to leave an indelible
mark on automobile manufactur-
ing. In this detailed survey of
the embarrassing sounds emit-
ted by the common family car,
"The Man" esoterically touches
on the semantic differential as
the biggest noise maker of them
all. He also offers both inane
and erotic suggestions as to the
moral implications of squeaky
valves.
in art
Ron patrick pete Schneider taylor shantz
In the spotlight this weekend
is a private showing in the Wal-
nut St. apartments. The collec-
tion represents much effort
(mostly slight of hand) and
great risk to the collector. In-
cluded are: Frank Sweet's miss-
ing nude, Thaya's famous 3' x s',
and 2 sets of pictures of the
Frosh Queen candidates. Other
pieces of interest (in the nou-
veau pop art vein) include Coke
cases, concrete blocks, and the
ever-popular draft glasses. Of
necessity the showing is by in-
vitation only. Free Torque Room
ash trays will be presented to
all guests.
Another private showing also
takes place this weekend. Lim-
ited to residents of North-West
Hall, the show features a com-
plete collection of Playkid fold-
outs. Various other canine cen-
terpieces are also shown as way
of comparison. Lest the 135 mas-
terpieces become too much, cold
showers will be administered on
request.
CORD photo staff
Bruce Howard (Photo Mana-
ger Board of Pubs); Stan Jack-
son (Photo Editor-Cord); Wayne
Patzalek; Jerry Vair; Ken Har-
rison; Bill Corby.
Chiaroscuro
prizes awarded
Bill Casselman, editor of
Chiaroscuro, the student literary
magazine, announced the win-
ners of two sections of the con-
test for writing and photography
which Chiaroscuro sponsored
this year. A prize of $20.00 for
the best poetry submitted was
won by Paul Misener. a fresh-
man at W.L U. $15.00 v/as award-
ed to Graham Inson for his
•nhotoEfraph entitled "Stream"
Both the ooem and the photo-
graph will be published in the
magazine this year. Editor Cas-
selman said that Chiaroscuro
will be available sometime in
the next ten days. All students
may nick no a eooy in the Chiar-
oscuro office located in room
three of the S.U.B. The exact
timp and dite will be nosted on
bulletin boards through-out the
school.
The winner of $50.00 for the
best prose submission will be
announced in the magazine. Jud-
ges for the contest were Mr.
Raoul Engel, a CBC Public Af-
fairs producer and Mr. Donald
Arioli, an illustrator and story
consultant for the National Film
Board of Canada.
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Applications will be accepted
for the position of
PRODUCER
of the 1967
PURPLE and GOLD SHOW
Please submit written applications to Craig Dunn and deposit
in the P. & G. Mailbox in the S.U.B. Applications must be re-
ceived by Monday, March 21, 1966.
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hb T FADTHF PARADF"
MOVE YOUR ASS OUT OF THE MASS!!
EXPERIENCE - RESPONSIBITITY - AUTHORITY
TRAVEL - FUN - STATUS - FRIENDSHIP
'.hi -_
Are all benefits available to members of
THE STUDENT BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS
Applications are now being accepted
for positions as -
- CHAIRMAN- ADVERTISING MANAGER
— Submit written applications to Barb Lindsey "BOARD OF PIIRRFDC»°° middimp
in Cord Office by noon, Friday, March 18, 1966 rUBUtKS - PUBBING
Faith and Life Council
DISCIPLES OR DEVIATES?
an open letter to Janet and Rosie
by Dr. Frederick Little
Your Saturday night visit at
my home did accomplish some-
thing. You didn't succeed in
what you set out to do. But it
was as a result of your visit that
I decided to express publicly my
unequivocal opposition to cer-
tain aspects of the Batdorf- Sum-
merlin invasion of our campus.
I was so disgusted with the
spectacle in 1-E-l on Thursday
morning that my initial reaction
was not to accord it the dignity
of a formal criticism. But the
fact that you were so upset by
the fact that I was upset led me
to reverse that decision.
I want you .to know that I
have great admiration for both
of you. I appreciate your aware-
ness of the need to make the
Christian message relevant and
meaningful for our day. I share
that concern with you.
is apparent that we differ radi-
cally with one another as to how
such relevance is to be achieved.
You seem willing to secure it at
any cost, even that of contra-
dicting the spirit of Christianity,
and holding up to ridicule and
derision the sacraments and
worship of the church. I am not.
As you know, my first-hand
experience with the Batdorf-
Summerlin pair is limited to the
Thursday and Friday morning
"chapel" services. I read the
K-W Record article (Wed., March
2, p. 3) which moved back and
forth between a description of
the Monday chapel service and
the Tuesday night "happening";
and the essential accuracy of
this article has been verified to
me by several • persons with
whom I have spoken. While I
did not see Thaya at work at
any time during the week, what
I observed together with what
I read and heard about other
events, was enough to sicken
me. So much of it was utterly
degrading, some of) it down-
right sacriligious.
Because I did not wish to
have my name associated with
the nonsense and vulgarity that
were masquerading as religion
in life,. I resigned from the
Faith and Life Council which
was supposed to have sponsored
the Batdorf-Summerlin visit.
Having never been notified of
any meeting of the Faith and
Life Council this year, I was
unable to say "aye, yes or no"
to bringing these folks to cam-
pus. Little wonder! I later found
out that the Faith and Life
Council never met to discuss the
matter. The whole affair ap-
pears to have been the work of
a chapel clique. Be that as it
may, had the Faith and Life
Council met' and decided to
bring these people to WLU, and
I had been invited to the meet-
ing and shared in its decision, I
should now be thoroughly
ashamed.
Don't misunderstand me. I'm
not opposed to jazz and art on
campus. I was thoroughly im-
pressed with Ed's musicianship,
and Thaya's artistic ability may
well be all it's cracked up to
be. But that does not guarantee
the authenticity of the kind of
worship they demonstrated. I
am convinced, in fact, that it is
not only inauthentic, but of-
fensive and obnoxious.
Since I did not see it, I
should not comment on the
mockery of the sacrament that
apparently took place on Mon-
day morning. I shall concentrate
my remarks on what I did see
on Thursday morning, when Ed
Summerlin directed a so-called
choir during a so-called chapel
service in the rendition of a so-
called anthem. He asked the
choir members "to keep a
straight face and not laugh (if
possible)" as they, under his
direction, make raspberry
sounds, clear their throats,
whistle, spit, blow their noses,
ha ha, shuffle feet, hum and
moan! Had Ed come to the
campus under the sponsorship
of some other organization for
the purpose of entertaining uf
with his God-given talents, sucli
a spectacle might have
amusing. Under the circumstan-
ces, it was too tragic to :>e
funny! He labelled this thing
an "anthem" (check your dict-
ionaries: a hymn, a sacred com-
position, a song of praise) and
performed it as a part of a
chapel service! Not a few of
us reacted negatively, critically,
even hostilely.
Both of you and others have
sought to defend this sort of
thing, explaining that su c h
noises have every right to oe
incorporated in our worship,
that all the things we do are
to be done to the glory of God,
that the genuineness of .Ed's
Christianity compels him to
dedicate to God all the little
sights and sounds of o*ir day
to day existence.
I agree in part. But I must
also emphatically disagree. It
is true that we should rejoice
in all of God's gifts. I thank God
that I can blow my nose, clear
my throat, spit and wove my
limbs. Likewise I rejiice that
God has enriched our existence
with the sense of humour and
the joy of laughter. These are
wonderful gifts from God; and
this I take to be one of the real
and valuable elements of truth
in the increasingly popular
"theology of the world." But
God's gifts may be abused as
well as used; and the er.or in
the theology of the world con-
Janet's reply
Dear Sir
The jazz-art week is over and
we are left with a lot of mem-
ories and five paintings. (There
should "be six, as we all know).
But, five as these are, the real-
ly important legacy of last wee!*
is the argument raging around
what was done.
The first thing I can say is
that I am very pleased with the
uproar — this place gets to lookmore and more like a university
all the time. However, I am con-
cerned by the people who pre-
cluded honest discussion by set-
ting themselves up as judges of
what happened. Perhaps I can
help here with some explana-
tion of why Ed and Thaya came
and did what they did, since I
was involved with the planning
for last week and also went to
practically all the events (and
no classes.)
First of all, what did the Faith
and Life Council expect from
Ed and Thaya? The answer is
basically very simple. We, too,
saw the lack of "culture" on this
campus, and were anxious to
bring a painter and composer to
live with us for a week, since
we can't have artists in resi-
dence all the time. Jazz and
art definitely belong to our lives
and thus, are proper concerns
for the Faith and Life Council.
Not only that — we had a uniqueopportunity to invite two people
who are conscious of and arti-
culate about the place of art in
Christianity.
So we invited them. Although
Thaya anad Ed had never met,
much less worked together be-
fore, they agreed to come - thesame week. I might point outhere that, while this was a greatchance for Thaya and Ed, it al-
so made it very difficult for
them.
We asked ther.i to come and
live and share their art with us.
Both Ed and Thaya are highly
skilled in the classic styles of
their disciplines; however we
did not ask them, in general, to
lecture on the history of art or
trends in jazz. We did not even
ask them to explain the history
of their own work. We simply
wanted them to react to each
other, to us, to their new en-
vironment and to carry on their
normal work. Of course, they
lived with us all week, but we
also gave them special times
and places — for example, Eddirected the morning chapel
services all week and also orga-
nized Tuesday evenings "hap-
pening", and Thaya painted four
or five hours every afternoon.
I can't really presume to speak
for Thaya and Ed, but since I
got to know them both quite
well, I think I can say this much:
the week was worthwhile and
interesting for them. Sometimes
they worked in harmony, some-
times in counterpoint, and some-
times in plain discord. They had
difficulties and struggles — ofcourse! After all they are living,
breathing people, working at the
growing edges of their art. They
tried things that didn't quite
come off and they did things
that were displeasing, meaning-
less and even offensive to some.
But we didn't ask them here to
please — to give us more of thesame, comfortable stuff with a
jazz beat and a little paint slosh-
ed on. We took the risk of ask-
ing them to be genuinely creat-
ive, with no strings attached,
no plans made — and we made
that risk (those of us who did)
on the basis of our faith in these
two people as artists of inte-
grity.
The reactions of the students
who were involved in the various
events were generally honest.
The afternoon painting sessions
were perhaps the best place for
dialogue and reaction and Thaya
sure got it. But neither of these
two was trying to railroad us in-
to liking his work. If you remem-
ber, both were scrupulously,
frustratingly careful not to tell
us their rather impressive histo-
ries. If it looks like the inside
of a garbage truck, fine! All
Thaya and Ed asked was that
we come, watch, listen, question,
try again and then give our
honest opinion.
Why then am I disturbed by
some of the reactions going on?
Well, of course, a lot of my
feeling is that burning desire to
have everybody see exactly what
I see, the way I see it. But I
hope I am more honest than that
— I hope I can explain why
some of the reactions going on
seem rather sick to me.
There are quite a few people,
(not just Dr. Little) among both
students and faculty who saw
terrible sacrilige in Monday's
andThursday's chapel services in
particular. Before I pick up a
few of the specific comments,
my overall comment has to be,
I don't mind if you were dis-
gusted or delighted — I do mindif you set yourself up as a judge
to decide that it was sacrilegious
or sacred.
In Monday's service, many
people noticed only two things— the words "God is Dead" andthe paper Thaya handed out. As
for God being dead, its about
time we woke up to it. What is
the meaning of a risen Lord
without a dead Lord? And if the
death and resurrection of Christ
are anything more to us than
historical facts, we are forced
to deal with God dead and God
alive at the same time. We con-
tinually crucify and kill God
("crucified, dead and buried)"
but he rises again. Bolh sides
are real, both are real and pres-
ent experiences. As for what
some saw as the blasphemous
perversion of communion this
seemed to me to be a real ex-
perience of sharing. Some people
tore the paper up and handed
pieces to their friends — to me
it seemed a much more com-
munal experience than some of
those sickening mass-production
communions even though the
people there all wear the right
clothes and can find their place
in the service book.
However, be that as it may, I
now proceed to the number one
offender, the Anthem of Thurs-
day's chapel service. The best
comment I have heard on this
was, "I didn't like it, but why
do we always have to do things
we like in church?" For me, as
one of the "choir members", it
meant, first, a really good sat-
ire, secondly, a humiliating ex-
perience (in a good sense) and
third a tremendous revelation
of how "offensive" and "sacril-
egious" so many of our normal
church services are.
Dr. Little, along with the
"Record" seems to feel that the
logical conclusion of the "Anr
them" and the 'happening' is
sexual orgies any day. I cannot
see Christianity as a box. Of
course, we have the responsibil-
ity to draw lines — we live by
patterns and structures. But
God never said, 'Thou shalt not
spit in chorus in Church.' We
may be drawing lines in differ-
ent places — but the changing
of hem line caused that reaction
too. I live in the faith that Christ
is truly open; under him we are
free to change the lines and res-
ponsible for our standards of
order and decency.
What happened last week was
an experience of life — an open
and unstructured event. Please
do not kill it with safe labels
and judgmental words. The best
way I can close this article is
with some words that were
spoken at last Monday's chapel
service, but which were unheard.
"Some laughed! Some cursed!
Some ran away! Some wept! And
some — could make nothing of
it and did not know what to do."
Sincerely,
Janet Cawley
Program Chairman of
the Faith and
Life Council.
(Continued on page 8 t
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sists in blurring the distinction
between the sacred and the
secular to the point of identify-
ing secular abuses as some-
thing sacred!
Yes, I can glorify God in all
things the choir did. But I do
not deliberately seek out the
worship situation for a public
demonstration of my capacity
to do these things. You can argue
that we have been brought up
to consider these things as
wrong in church. Surely you
don't mean that seriously! Did
your minister or church council
ever take you to task for blow-
ing your nose when you needed
to do so? or for clearing your
throat before singing a hymn?
or for shifting your legs to a
comfortable position? Of course
not! But I insist that they would
have every right to do so if you
profaned the worship of God by
creating such a racket unneces-
sarily, irresponsibly, deliberat-
ely and defiantly.
Surely it becomes us, in our
worship, to offer to God our
highest and our best. Such is
our "reasonable worship," and
it demands decency and order.
You ask me where I drew the
line between the acceptable and
the unacceptable? Aesthetic con-
sciousness, a sense of decency,
appropriateness and excellence,
together with liberty-limited-by-
love, must all be brought to bear
in determining the line of
demarcation. This does not
commit me to a formal worship
that must remain forever fixed
and final. Experimentation that
remains within the bounds of
good taste is quite permissible.
But I cannot envisage the line
being drawn today, without re-
gression to primitivism, to in-
clude the sort of thing that took
place on Thursday morning".
Much more to the point is the
question: where do YOU draw
the line? You insist that all of
God's gifts have their place inv
worship. What may we expect
next in 1-E-l? A choral bowel
movement? Why not? Our diges-"
tive system is one of God's mar-
vellous works. So is sex. Would
you like to reinstate the sex or-
gies of the past? Or since it
seems to be in keeping with the
new morality accompanying the
new thelogy, perhaps a display
of homosexuality dedicated to
the glory of God could spice a
forthcoming chapel service!
Cheek the March 4th issue of
Time pp. 52-53) to see where the
"happenings" that have been
happening eventually lead!
Pray, tell, where do YOU draw
the line?
The God I worship is the God
revealed in Jesus Christ. He is
the holy and transcendent. One
who deigned to become person-
ally immanent in the incarnate
Son in order to overcome my es-
trangement from God, and there-
by from myself and my neigh-
bour. Jesus, God has indeed
sanctified human existence; but
He is nonetheless God, and awe,
respect and reverence must still
permeate my praises and pray-
ers. I suspect that you have
found in the God "up there"
or "out there" such a scandal
to your intellect that you have
chosen to surrender the divine
transcendence, bringing God
"down here" with a familiarity
that breeds contempt and with
a liberty that authorizes license.
The relevance we seek must not
be bought at the price of dis-
torting the message we proclaim.
Whose position — yours or mine— reflects the spirit of the NewTestament?
Pastor Wagschal maintains
that "this has been a marvellous
week for many of the students,
"because they have experien-
ced "a real sense of discovery,"
(even though it may take three
or four days for some of therrt
to realize it). Almost a week has
elapsed, and I am still waiting
for someone to define his "dis-
covery" and describe its value.
Without such an explanation, the
university pastor's assertion's
must remain as empty as most
of the ecclesiastical phrases with
which he takes exception. Is the
"discovery" that you have ac-
quired a happy feeling? I don't
consider myself a long-faced
Christian, but I prefer to get
"that happy feeling" by listen-
ing to Bert Kaemfert rather
than by profaning worship.
I am genuinely sorry that my
convictions (you may call it
"stubborness" if you insist)
thwarded the purpose of your
Saturday evening visit, and even
caused some tears. You wanted
me to meet Thaya. As I mention-
ed earlier, I did not see her at
work and so am not in a position
to judge her artistic ability. Nor
have I done so. I am quite ready
to accept your enthusiastic re-
ports about her skill and Her
knack for communicating on
canvas. What I know of Thaya
is limited to what 1 observed on
Thursday and Friday mornings.
For this reason my quarrel is
mainly with Ed (apart from Ed
and Thaya's sponsors) wh con-
ducted the "choir"; and only
with Thaya to the same extent
as with other participants in th*
"anthem" such as yourselves.
Still you wanted me to meat
Thaya. You contended that it i»
unfair of me to separate what
she does from the kind of per-
son she is. I answer that, how-
ever impressed I might have
been by her as a person, thig
would not in the least alter my
evaluation of what I witnessed.
Nor should I. You admitted that
my meeting her should not ne-
cessarily alter my attitude. None-
theless you insisted that I must
meet her to appreciate the way
in which everything she does, in-
cluding her participation in the
"anthem", radiates her genuin-
ely effervescent Christian per-
sonality. This also may be quite
true; but if so; I should only
conclude that she >s more to be
pitied than censured for her
shallow concept of that in which
the public praise of God should
consist.
And that goes, too, for all of
you who made up Thursday's
choir!
J. Frederick LittleOttawa Peaceniks Arrested
OTTAWA (CUP) — The arrestof 61 people March 4 climaxed
a week of protests here against
Canada's "complicity in the cruel
tragedy of Viet Nam."
The protesters, mostly stu-
dents, were arrested on charges
of obstructing and disorderly
conduct after a non-violent sit-
in on the steps of the Pariament
buildings escalated into an at-
tempt to block a roadway.
The action followed a demand
by the group, part of the Stu-
dent Union for Peace Action,
for an emergency debate on Viet
Nam in the House of Commons
and a new Canadian policy:
to call for an end to U.S.
bombing of North Viet Nam
to call for an end to U.S.
scorched earth policy in
Viet Cong areas
to cease export by Canada
of arms and materials for
use in Viet Nam
to support recognition of
the National Liberation
Front of South Viet Nam in
peace negotiations
to call for reconvening of the
Geneva Conference
to support the 1954 Geneva
agreement, including with-
drawal of all foreign troops,
and supervised free elections
throughout Viet Nam
These demands were made by
the group in an open letter pres-
ented to national party spokes-
men in interviews March 2, while
a vigil was held on Parliament
Hill.
The sit-in which led to the ar-
rest was decided upon late in
the evening of March 3, when
the 40 SUPA members taking
part in "Canada/Viet Nam
Week" decided they were not
satisfied with parliamentary res-
ponse to their ideas.
The additional demonstrators
sat on the steps of Parliament
for two hours after a line of
RCMP officers prevented them
from entering the building.
At 4:30, when a similar size
group arrived from Montreal,
most of the group decided to at-
tempt to sit in the driveway.
RCMP officers removed them
from the driveway and piled
them on the sidewalk. Repeated'
attempts to block the driveway
were made, and the police drag-
ged the demonstrators away each
time.
After half an hour, arrests be-
gan. A total of 61 demonstrators
were lifted from the sidewalks
into police wagons and placed
in custody, some, protesting that
they had not been sitting in the
driveway.
The group were released after
a few hours upon their promise
not to resume demonstrations
before appearing in court March
7, without having to post bail.
However, others not arrested
may continue the action.
LYND CLAIMS VIET CONG
RESPONDED TO PEACE
OFFENSIVE
OTTAWA (CUP) — Professor
Staughton Lynd of Yale has
claimed that the Viet Cong de-
escalated its war effort in De-
cember and January in response
to the U.S. peace offensive.
Prof. Lynd, whose passport
was suspended by the U.S. State
Department because he visited
Hanoi recently, was addressing
the second session of a Student
Union for Peace Action teach-in
at Carleton University March 2.
He said that during the last
week of the peace offensive, U.S.
forces in Vietnam met less Viet
Cong resistance than in any week
during the preceding five
months.
Prof. Lynd said this response
was precisely the one the U.S.
had asked for during a previous
bombing pause in May 1965.
He charged Washington with
"scandalous insincerity" in de-
ciding to resume the bombing.
Prof. Lynd called President
Johnson a "moderately prejudic-
ed" man and said: "there is a
lower threshhold of inhibition in
Americans in doing such things
(war atrocities) to dark-skinned
people than there is to doing
them to Europeans."
He urged Canada in its role
on the International Control
Commission, along with India
and Poland, to investigate what
happened in the fighting during
the peace offensive.
Lynd blamed the U.S. for the
continuance of the war.
ENGINEERS CAUSE SUBWAY
CHAOS
I'ORONTO (CUP) — About 500
University of Toronto students
plunged Toronto's new subway
into chaos for five hours when
one of them cut off power in the
line as a practical joke.
The prank came Feb. 28, three
days after the eight-mile line
had been opened.
Led by the Lady Godiva Mem-
orial Band and the Brute Force
Committee, an engineering so-
ciety group that prides itself on
terrorizing the community, the
students marched on the St.
George St. station, and pulled
an emergency switch that cut
off power in the east-west line.
The Bloor-Danforth line was
out of order from 1:43 p.m. to
2:33 p.m.
Because Toronto's entire sub-
way system is integrated, the
shut-off on the east-west link
threw schedules out on the rest
of the runs as well. The snar}
continued through rush-hour, ty-
ing up trains from one end of
the system to the other.
The power was shut off after
about 400 students had boarded
an east-west train with their
musical accompaniment; those
left behind pulled the switch.
The students remaining on the
train tore the cushions off the
seats, clanged garbage can lids
as cymbals, and swayed to the
Lady Godiva sound.
They were greeted at the Bay
9t. station by 10 constables and
a squad of TTC inspectors, who
brought their journey to an end.
James Dow, assistant dean ofi
engineering, said U of T will
not tolerate students damaging
public property. "If it can be
established that students have
misbehaved, the university will
take disciplinary action," he
said.
- One of the Godiva Band's ear-
lier exploits was a concert ' in.1963 on top of Montreal's tal-
lest building — the performance
was billed as the highest ever
in the Commonwealth.
cuso
defined
CUSO is a national non-poli-
tical, non-denominational organ-
ization which recruits qualified
graduates to serve for two
years in developing countries.
CUSO volunteers work under
the same conditions and for the
same wages as persons of the
host countries who are similarily
trained and similarily employed.
Presently, 340 CUSO volunteersare at work in 29 countriesthroughout Africa, Asia, South
America and the Caribbean.
CUSO is not recruiting uni-
versity graduates only. Develop-
ing countries need and request
accountants, agriculturalists,
draftsmen, medical technicians,surveyors, foresters, geologists,
veterinarians, nurses, doctors,
teachers, technicians of all
kinds, etc. Any person with a
skill needed in an emerging
country can be considered as a
CUSO volunteer.
In the five years since its in-
ception, CUSO has become well
known in the newly developing
countries and requests for vol-
unteers greatly exceed the
number which CUSO is able tosupply. Because relationships
with overseas governments and
agencies have become well es-
tablished, CUSO is now able to
accept and process applications
until May.
Applications and further in-
formation are available from the
CUSO Committee on the near-
est university campus or from
CUSO, 75 Albert Street, Ottawa
4, Ontario.
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I Coach House 1
TRAIL'S END HOTEL
(CONESTOGO) LTD.
DELICIOUS HOME COOKED FOOD
at STUDENT PRICES
* Licenced Under L.C.8.0.
Gene's
Hair Styling
for Men
556 King St. E. - Kitchener - Phone SH 5-9711
SWINGING CORONET!
by DODGE
CORONET 500 / CORONET 440 / CORONET DELUXE
For comfort, performance, economy and dependability
WENDELL MOTORS LTD.
861 KING ST. E. — KITCHENER — 742-3514
Deal With Confidence With Dependable Wendell
... and what did you think of the Concordat?
by Evelyn Holst
Jenny Darrell
4tb year
Honors Geography
The combination U. of W. and
■ WLU newspaper issue was a
good idea once in a while. There
should be a weekly column in
each paper informing the one
school about the events of the
other. Most people probably
didn't read the U. of W's articles. except when it dealt with com-
bining. The comments from the
two universities put ours in a
bad light.
Dennis Adair
2nd year
General Arts
It was a very good paper. The
respective papers should have a
social-events column weekly to
inform each other of the things
going on on each campus. I
especially enjoyed, in the Con-
cordat, the combined edition of
South America, but it was hard
to follow in some phases. I'd
like to see this effort done may-
be once a month in order to
share views on topics. I also
liked to see the U of W profs
participating in the paper.
Dorothy Becker
2nd year
Honors English
The U of W outweighed WLU
in content. It was quite a good
issue, and on the whole it was
better than the Cord is usually.
Vie Slater
2nd year
Honors Psychology
I hate plumbers cause Engin-
eers have no feeling whatsoever
for aesthetics. They're just ani-
mals. Therefore I don't think
they should have desecrated our
paper. It will never be the same
again.
Ron Arnold
2nd year
General Arts
The student body has the heart
of a lion. Plumbers have no
souls. Forget it!
Stan Shapiro
3rd year
General Arts
The idea of co-operation be-
tween the two university pap-
ers is a progressive one. Fur-
thermore, anything along that
fine will bring out more of
both schools' instincts to com-
pete and strivings in order to
gain more. We too often mix
up co-operation and amalgama-
tion. There is no reason why
we can't co-operate. There
seems like apparent animos-
ity In the Administration. I
can't see why the administra-
tion wouldn't sanction the idea
of co-operation in a student
paper.
Gary Lubin
2nd year
General Arts
I enjoyed the Condordat more
than the Cord. It dealt mote
with serious matters and the
students as a whole. It also con-
tained more depth. The paper
gave an overall picture of where
one University ties in with the
other. Let's face it, we arein't
two separate units. When we find
out what the other's doing, we
know where we stand.
Keith Tyndall
Ist year
General Science
It was a good paper, but the
stupid administration didn't go
for it. There was lots more to
read, and it was interesting to
see what's going on down there.
We're not in two different
worlds. Such an issue is cheap-
er, more economical, and easier
to publish.
Don Haugh
2nd year
Honors Business
The paper was interesting, but
it did more harm than good, at
least as seen by the canvassers
for WLU. If the perspective do-
nater gets a hint that we want
to join, they may be hesitant
to donate. I'd hate to see this
university not small. The survey
was partial, cause I believe only
about 20% want to join.
Joseph F. Atkinson .
3rd year
General Arts
It was a terrific paper . . .
compared to my public school
paper!
Ron Matsushita
2nd year
General Arts
I like the idea. There is such
a ridiculous situation now—two
universities so close, having each
no clue about the other. By
the sharing of ideas we get dif-
ferent views. There should be
perhaps two or three such issues
a year, particularity one at the
beginning of the school year so
that the freshmen especially get
an idea about the other campus.
Dave Courts
3rd year
General Arts
Having worked with the Cord
I've come to follow it very close-
ly. This issue is one of the best
and most useful that has come
out of this University and the
other University. I feel that
petty rivalry between schools
definitely has its place although
it should not be overdone. Here
we have something too valuable
which we would lose by a com-
plete union with the U. of W.
However, both places could be
enhanced by much closer co-op-
eration. This co-operation could
be in the sharing of facilities so
that we could have better ones
instead of duplicate ones. For
example, here: place the Stu-
dent Union Centre on a piece
of land between both universi-
ties — built and owned by the
Student Councils of both Uni-
versities.
Rob Brennan
2nd year
General Arts
I appreciated the wider scope
of information of college activi-
ties going on. There was more
wit and more creative entertain-
ing writing. The cross-campus
survey was of great interest.
We should look forward to more
co-operation in a cultural level,
especially in regards to a Thea-
tre of Arts.
Reg Robertson
4th year
Honors Geography and Planning
There was more interest, but
why was that picture on the
front page? Overall it was pretty
good, because most want to know
what's going on in the other uni-
versity. You can't isolate the
student bodies because really we
are part of a sort of large cam-
pus, so they are sort of fellow-
students; kind of a community
effort.
Elaine Kirshenblatt
Ist year
Honors Psychology
It was fantastic because there
are advantages of somehow com-
bining the same assets of both
schools. It would be very bene-
ficial considering the variety of
opportunities open to so many
students. I only hope this is the
beginning.
Ray Morris
3rd year
General Arts
It was pretty good, but I
couldn't say how it was com-
pared to other papers of the
same status — but compared tothe Cord, it was very good.
There was more
more pictures, sports, and morethings of interest to both schools.There was still a lot to do with
our school.
Lois Dahmer
Ist year
General Arts
The paper was great, and it
made the paper better and morsinteresting. We can se* what the
other university is doing.
That was the Cord that was
by
Rob Stitt
EDITORIAL:
Colleges, February 9, 1928
Criticism which is directed
against overgrown institutions
and the conditions which they
engender is based upon the as-
sumption that most of those who
now attend college do so with
a basic and deep-seated aspira-
tion to acquire useful know-
ledge and that if our institutions
of learning were smaller and
more competently manned, those
who attend college would all
actually learn a great deal and
ultimately become educated. For
the crowds, who only attend col-
lege because of social obliga-
tion, mass production is the on-
ly method but for those who
go with the intention of study-
ing and advancing in knowledge,
the smaller college is the only
one.
The argument against the mass
production plan is that too many
are taught the same facts and
consequently have similar
thoughts. Differences of opin-
ions are what tend to advance-
ment. Large scale education al-
so has its inevitable effect up-
on the general intellectual and
social life of the student. There
can be little common spirit or
true institutional appreciation
in these large universities ex-
cept in loyalty to football teams
©r class festivities.
Waterloo College is not at
the stage of mass production
nor is it at its saturation point.
The faculty consist of men who
are working and will work for
he advancement of the college.
The students get that personal
contact with professors and with
one another which insures loy-
alty to the college. With the co-
operation and zeal shown at the
present time, among those con-
nected with the institution, one
may say without superfluous op-
timism that the future of the
"college on the hill" is beyond
speculation.
Wanted a Donor, May 1, 1928.
EDITORIAL:
The Seagram Memorial Ath-
letic Field which was donated
to the College last year will cer-
tainly make a vast improvement
in the calibre of athletes mi-
grating firom the College. l"he
College can be likened to a
square each of the four phases
— social, academic, spiritual,
athletic — being of equal im-portance. This donation has fil-
led a long felt desire.
But where there are games
and sports of any importance,
there will be spectators. For
these individuals there is no ac-
commodation. The field is layed
out in such a way that bleach-
ers could be erected at a mini-
mum of cost. On the one side
there is a sloping bank which
would offer a firm foundation for
bleachers. A ten-foot fence is
necessary at the one end of the
field, although the entire field
should be enclosed.
With these improvements who
could restrain Waterloo College
from revolutionizing the sport
world. Now the question, "Who
will do it?" Here is an opportun-
ity for some broadminded, lib-
eral community-loving philan-
thropist to do his "stuff".
* * *
At the Annual Elections for
Cord Staff (Feb. 6, 1929), Lloyd
Sohaus, '30 was chosen Editor-
in-Chief, moving up from his po-
sition of Sports Editor. Congra-
tulations again. Does history
repeat itself?
EDITORIAL:
To do or not to do, March 8,
1929.
Tobogganing is a sport which,
no doubt, would appeal to many
more, if it were not for the fact
that every time the toboggan
goes down the slide it must be
pulled up the hill again. Such
is the tendency among people,
not only in matters of pleasure,
but in many duties of this world.
People are willing to take part
in adventures; but how many are
willing to follow them through
to the end?
At the beginning of the year
it was gratifying to notice the
willingness with which"~§tudents
of this institution co-operated in
the various activities. Of late,
however, many signs of waver-
ing have been noticeable. Ap-
parently the toboggan has reach-
ed the bottom oi the hill; the
climb up the hill does not offer
the same thrill. A basketball
captain fails to appear when his
team plays a game; a retiring
secretary hands over his books
without writing out the minutes
completely; a reporter promises
to cover an event, but, instead,
goes to the movies; a member of
a literary society, who agrees to
give a number at the next meet-
ing, seemingly thinks he is do-
ing the society a favour by shor-
tening the programme.
Does it mean that these stu-
dents have no sense of responsi-
bility? A person who refuses to
accept a position of responsibil-
ity may be excused; but the per-
son who accepts and then mis-
erably fails to respond is fair
neither to himself nor to those
depending on him. A conflict of
interests may arise with any-
one; a way of escape can always
be found. Many will follow only
the line of least resistance. No
matter how much book-know-
ledge one may obtain at school,
if he does not develop a sense
of responsibility, he will find
the world outside the school
cruel and merciless, for the
world demands that he who en-
joys the ride down the slide
must help to bring the togoggan
up the hill or he must ride no
more.
CORD HEADLINE, March 22,
1929: Waterloo College to open
doors to Twin City Co-Eds.
APOLOGY
We did the impossible. Wemade a mistake! In last week's
survey, John Orchard did ng
make the comment that appear-
ed under his name. This was 4
mechanical error. Our face ifred. We are sorry for any ii*convenience that this may ha\%
caused John.
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Married Couples Club
ELECTIONS
Monday, March 14,
6:45 p.m.
Arts Building
Room 2C5
Meeting will last Mt hour at
most
Children Welcome
WATERLOO
First Show 7 p.m.
5 Academy Award
Nominations
including: Best Actress &
Best Supporting Actress
Sidney Poitier
Shelley Winters
and
Elizabeth Hartman 111
"A Patch of Blue"
(Adult Entertainment)
The Sermon Of The
Chairs"
A discussion of the stresses
and strains on modern mar-
riage.
Sunday, March 13
10:30 a.m.
Waterloo County Unitarian
Fellowship
136 Allen St. E., Waterloo
(Cor. Moore Aye.)
Applicants for
DONS
in all residences
may obtain application
forms anytime from
Mr Nichols
in bis office in the -
Student Union
Building
"Requirements" include
an Academic "C" average.
Junior - Senior CLASS PARTYfeaturing: JUST US
FRIDAY. MARCH 11th
GRAND RIVER GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.$2.00 per couple
DRESS CASUAL
"B" is for bankrupt
Dear Sir:
This letter is written to you
with the student's best interest
in mind.
It has been brought to this
reader's attention by Mr. Claud
Balls, Trustee in Bankruptcies,
that a firm headed by students
on your campus has filed for
bankruptcy. Mr. Balls informs
me that the total indebtedness of
J & J Distributors (your B.M.
0.C.) is $27,988.72. Mr. Balls as-
sures me that they are willing
to pay $.03 on the dollar (when
they get it).
The above bankruptcy is due
to the non-participation of the
majority of male students of
WUC, I am told. The students'
product consumption was far be-
low the forecasted level.
* However, J & J (your B.M.
O.C), is optimistic about next
year's business opportunities
and hopes to return with a new
name and higher quality product
to a more receptive market. Ar-
rangements for the financing of
next year's operation are under-
way now.
I hope that you will find space
in your advertising riddled rag
for this article.
Anonymous.
The Bankruptcy Act
Notice to Creditors of First
Meeting
In the matter of the Bankruptcy
of J & J Distributors, of the
Town of Waterloolu, Ontario,
County of Waterloo, Province of
Ontario, in the business of Rub-
ber Goods.
Summary Administration
Notice is hereby given that
J & J Distributors, of the Town
of Waterloolu, Ontario, County
of Waterloo, Province of On-
tario, filed an assignrhent in
bankruptcy on the 31st day of
February, 1966 and that the first
meeting of the creditors will be
held on Monday, the 32nd day
of June 1966 at the hour of 1:00
o'clock in the afternoon, at the
office of Officer Receiver, Mr.
Claud Balls, Police Building, 321
Labour street West, in the City
of Unfortunate, Province of On-
tario, and that to be eligible to
vote, creditors must file with me,
prior to the meeting, proof of
claim and, where necessaries,
proxies.
And furthermore take notice
that the above named bankrupt
has applied to the court for his
discharge and that the court has
fixed Tuesday, the 10th day of
September, 1966, at the hour of
11:00 o'clock in the forenoon at
Billiard Hall in the city of To-
ronto for hearing the applica-
tion.
Dated at Waterloolu, Ontario,
this 31st day of February, 1966.
Mr. Claud Balls, Trustee,
157 Heavenly Paradise Road,
Waterloolu, Ontario, Canada.
THE BANKRUPTCY ACT
In the matter of the Bankruptcy
of J & J Distributors, of the town
of Waterloolu, County of Water-
loo, Province of Ontario, in the
business of Rubber Goods.
LIST OF CREDITORS
As submitted by the Bankrupt
without administration as to any
Hability of priveledge, herein
shown,
SECURED ,CREDITOR(S)
Atlantica Acceptance
Corporation Limited,
007 Out of Luck Alley,
Yourtown $9,157.28
(Initial loan for investment
secured by merchandise)
UNSECURED CREDITOR(S)
Sam's Alligator Ranch,
Tuskakeegee, Alabama $1,375.18
Plytex Rubber Glove
Company, Nome, Alaska $ 69.69
The Sympathy Card
Company, Sad Day, Ont. $ 1.17
The Quick Exit Travel
Agency, Barcelona, Spain $ .37
(pesatas)
The Daisy Diaper Service,
Mistake, British
Columbia $ 57.00
Y.W.C.A., Prenatal Club,
Pott, Alberta, Ontario $ 12.00
Cosy Night Motel,
Highway No. 69,
Hernyville, Ontario $ 8.00
(less 10% discount show-
ing WUC-Card)
The Heavy Duty Rubber
Company Limited,
Stretch, Ontario $17,290.79
Gladiator Breakfast
Cereal Company,
(A Division of G/B),
"In the Heart of the
Cornbelt",
Cornhole, lowa $ 13.69
The W.U.C. "Cord",
Waterloolu, Ontario $ 3.75
Total Indebtedness $27,988.72
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
la order to keep their good
name, J & J are willing to pa]
$ .03 on the dollar. See you a
the creditors', meeting.
Respectfully,
J & J Distributors.
This was part of the scene at the Frosh-
Soph Weekend Animal Dance Friday
night. Among free-flowing booze and
music one student was arrested for be-
ing drunk in a public place. He spent
the night in jail and was released the
next day with a $13.50 tag for his
grandstand play. photo by Patzalek
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272? King St. East — Kitchener
Your Family Shopping Centre
Food Products - Clothing & Footwear - HardwareStationary & School .Supplies - Records & Camera SuppliesA Large Snack Bar
Open Every Evening Until 10 p.m.
LEISURE LODGE m*™ ont
DANCING EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY EVENING
To JOHN KOSTIGAN And
His 12 Piece Band
ALSO
HOT BUFFET SERVED EACH EVENING
FOR RESERVATIONS 653-5735
te-:>.: - ■ ■ --. . ;■■ ■. ;:-:V:- .'■:>"'; ,:■:■. /';:■"■'; ''>:\' :':■*■-: '-■-'■'• •.;■•■■ v '■'■'■!■:'.■.■.■•■'■.■'-,--:-.-^,-'.'--.vv..-:.V.V.:.:^-;,T<5::ox; ■■■^.'■■:':':™:-?
Your Triumph
Spitfire Mark II is here!
New comfort — limousine Interior. 68 BHP engine. Self-adjusting disc brakes. 4-wheel independent suspension.
Roll-up windows. Drive It today!
SPARTAN MOTOR CARS
Division of Spartan Trucks
Corner of LANCASTER & VICTORIA STREETS
KITCHENER — ONTARIOPhone 744-2228 or 742-7610
ONTARIO PUBLIC SCHOOL MEN TEACHERS' FEDERATION
will offer
TWO SCHOLARSHIPS
(valued at $1,000 each)
ONTARIO UNIVERSITY GRADUATES —who will attend
ONTARIO TEACHERS' COLLEGE
in
19 6 6-67
Application forms available from OPSMTF
Secretary, 1260 Bay Street, Toronto 5, Ont.
Is Expansion A Lot Of Hot Air??
WLU is undertaking a $20
nillion expansion program. This
is, an enormous undertaking for
a small private college. There
are several very important fac-
tors to be considered: where and
how is WLU going to raise such
a fantastic sum of money, how
is; it physically possible to have
85% of the students to live on
campus, how can WLU expand
en the present forty acre sight
without an increase in the num-
ber of students, how can WLU
c'fer such a wide program of
liberal arts, science, and fine
arte and still be a " . . . com-
munity of learning" (Dr. Villau-
me), is the administration go-
ing to lead the student body
flown the garden path in re-
gards to the new SUB as they
have with the present building,
and what is the sense of the
proposed second chapel?-: WLU has a method of raising
money through the National
Development fund. This fund
tries to raise money from pri-
vate citizens, members of the
Lutheran Church, and through
business men and business in-
stitutions. There are limitations
to the number of private citi-
zens who can or will donate
money to a relatively small un-
known Lutheran college. The
membership of the Lutheran
church will contribute a small
proportion of this $20 million
through collections. Businesses
cannot be approached for money
very often because WLU is not
the only institution looking for
money.
The plan for having 85% of
the students living on campus
be a good business for the
administration but 2400 students
in a forty acre area would be
extremely crowded. There would
not be enough of the forty acres
left after the many residences,
new class buildings, under-
ground tunnels, and walkways
hanging from skyhooks for 85%
percent of the students. Just
think what would happen with
the parking problem — theWaterloo police would have to
work in double shifts to tag all
the cars parked in our forty
acre periphery.
Is WLU really ". . . playing
a part in higher education .. ."
by providing a little knowledge
in a great number of fields or
should it provide a more spec-
ific knowledge in selected fields.
We do not have the resources
to become another factory such
as UofT or Western. If a sel-
ective education is the aim then
WLU must concentrate its as-
sets and not spread them about
so that these assets are of little
value to anyone. Our "commun-
ity of learning" should be a
small town not a big city.
Our present SUB has been
paid for by a Student Union
fee which is collected at regis-
tration. This fee collection start-
ed in 1957-58 with an initial
c' .ge of five dollars. It was
assumed that at the end of this
year the student body, past and
present would have a $40,000
equity in this building. We have
been told by the administration
that we do not, in fact, have
an equity in this building. The
mortgage is in the name of WLU
and we have been paying for it.
We have nothing ! ! We have no
equity for a partial down pay-
ment on a new SUB. We lose
again ! !
A last point is the new chapel.
Now with all due respect to the
Lutheran Church and the theo-
logical students, how do they
plan to fill two chapels when
they cannot fill one? Lutherans
compose a very small religious
group on our campus. Is a new
chapel a realistic replacement
for the IEI lecture hall in which
non-denominational services are
held? We are always hearing
about priorities but this doe»
not seem to be the real need
on our campus. After all we
have one chapel now and we are
only going to have 2400 stud-
ents, of which, based on the
1965-66 calendar, 12% will be
Lutheran. There is little need
for two chapels for 288 Luther-
ans on campus.
There are several pertinent
questions to be answered re-
garding the expansion of this
c:":se. It is rather doubtful
that we, the students, will get
answers to any questions. Bat
the student body should be
aware of the problems that will
appear and be prepared to act
in their 'own interest.
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RECORDS
162 KING E., KITCHENER
742-4842
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Char-Broiled Steaks —
"The Absolute Finest"
$1.69
"The Steak House That
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Now . . .
Two Locations ! !
Wellington Hotel - Guelph
124-130 King St. S.
Waterloo
m Bridal PENTHOUSE
760 King St. East at Stirling, Kitchener Phone 744-4642
Open Evenings Till 9 p.m. — Saturdays Till 6 p.m.
first on the spring scene.-.
stunning new
- F-ornidio
Fashions
All'\ l:Wi The Briclal Penthouse
// \|L arrival of our exclusive bridal-/ 1 P arty gowns for spring and sum-
,''... W ft as dazzling an array as we've ever
£*\ 1 1 111 ■>'«' Wk Come in soon ... let one of ouril*'§'% ■ wt '- M *ive m"iclal counsellors help youf if * f W W'S i 1 just the gown for every member of
9 wt Orders filled in all sizes and
%S \^ft? 10 discount To All Students
Showing WLU Identification
Alterations Free... Buy On Budget Terms
Open Evenings Till 9 — Saturday Till 6
McGill group to wage active war for peace
Judo tournament held Feb-
bruary 19 at York University.
Kurt Christiansen of WUC won
the junior division award;
Steve Harris was runner-up in
the senior division.
McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec,
Feb. 28, 1966.
Sir:
We have recently formed at
McGill an organization which we
have named "Canadian Students
for Freedom", our motto being
"Peace through Victory".
Our 'Raison d'etre' is to vocal-
ly defend oppressed people in
all parts of our globe. We recog-
nize the fact that communism
is an international monolith bent
on stamping out human dignity
and freedom.
Although our area of concern
will be much larger, our primary
purpose is to support the Ameri-
can stand in Vietnam. The U.S.
have been subject to mountains
of criticism for their attempt to
allow the peoples of South Viet-
nam to live under a non-commu-
nist regime.
We would like to make this
organization nation-wide. We are
having pins printed and cards
and literature are in our future
plans. We expect to obtain large
donations from several business
concerns and private individuals,
perhaps enough to open offices
and obtain printing equipment.
However, first we must consoli-
date ourselves.
We therefore ask any one of
you who reads this letter, so
kindly printed by your editor,
who is interested in forming a
branch at your university to
write to one of the undersigned,
the co-chairman of the McGill
division and the National Asso-
ciation.
Expecting an enthusiastic re*
ponse,
Jack Donegani,
5235 Redmond Aye.,
St. Hubert 1, Quebec.
Emile Lefort,
3877 Draper Aye.,
Montreal 28, Quebec
Ed. note: WUC's answer to
"Canadian Students for Free-
dom" is SUWA (Student Union
for War Action), which enthus-
iastically endorses the above let-
ter. If you too think the way to
prevent war is the liquidation of
communists, contact SUWA now.
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Follno's BARBER SHOPS
and MEN'S HAIR STYLING
WATERLOO SQUARE MALL .Z. 576-4800
12 Chairs - - - - No WaitingSHOESHINE and MANICURE— Toronto Locations —Yorkdale Shopping Centre Store 97 - - - 789-3876Flemingdon Park Shopping Centre - - - 429-1137
19KING ST. N. --- WATERLOO
C.U.S. DISCOUNT
WATERLOO SQUARE _
\ JESSOP'S claneTs XM KITCHENER /WATERLOO LIMITED %
Kitchener Ontario & Duke Sts.,
The Longhorn Restaurant
{WATERLOO SQUARE)
Known For Delicious
Food and Prompt Service
WELCOMES STUDENTS
i
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
WITH STUDENT MEAL CARDS
PHONE 744-4782
m»ww»w^f»«—l wm —I*l
BARRON'S
MEN'S WEAR LTD.
34 King St. South Waterloo
YOUR QUALITY
MEN'S SHOP
10% Student Discount
■I—' ll—■MlJi—il I 1«J» UWl>l«U«[—<fc*—
jf College Sports o**-") Limited
33 QUEEN ST. SOUTH, KITCHENER Phone 742-2638
"Right Behind The Hofbrau"
Please pardon our dust and confusion, as we are renovating and operating under new £ Jffil JjmL
management to bring you: «
— The SUZUKI Motorbike - With a complete sales and ser- 1
— The Most Exclusive Ski Shop in the area, to include: '" I J-JS yaf I
• Head Ski Dealership: KNEISSEL and CANADIAN ABC I yM W I
• NEVADA, COBER, TYROLIA and ATTENHOFFER Jj \
• HEAD, SCOTT and ECKEL Ski Poles. j
• WHITE STAG and PEDIGREE Ski Pants and Jackets.
— The Most Exclusive Golf Pro Shop -- to include:• complete line of SPALDING equipment - in, stock.• CAMPBELL, MacGREGOR and WILSON equipment on _ ...,w>^.
• GALE Golf Shoes and TURFMASTER Golf Shoes - -*• Jrjb(the guaranteed Waterproof Shoes from England) f'j*. /^mUmm^
• COOPER-WEEKS and ATLANTIC Golf Bags and the M|:-z':\.-M K|
Drop in and ask to see "Dave" for assistance in answering your golf problems. v"u\ * f wSI— The Campus Headquarters For: Wi X W*
• Tennis, Badminton and Squash Clothing and Equipment, Wn WSmfaxfeMsMß• Crested Sweat Shirts and College Jackets ,|ff ""- * *"*' Jjf 3*'in new styles which will be consistent and lasting. flHl^^^^^^^Pi^
Drop in and see us "GANG" and thanks for putting up with the mess.
Chuck and Dick (Your new management)
